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The CHRISTCHURCH TRAMPING CLUB
has members of all ages, and runs tramping
trips every weekend, ranging from easy
(minimal experience required) to hard (high
fitness and experience required). We also
organise instructional courses and hold
weekly social meetings. We have a club hut
in Arthurs Pass and have gear available for
hire to members. Membership rates per year
are $50 member, $70 couple, $30 junior or
associate, with a $10 discount for members
who opt to obtain this newsletter
electronically.
Mt Oxford – photo credit: Ivo Rongen

For more about how the club operates, see
the last two pages.

News
Buy, Sell and Exchange Evening: Don’t forget, June 21st is our annual buy and sell
evening. It’s time to sort through your gear mountain and turn surplus items into cash while
creating free space in your garage. The auction will commence after club business. (Sorry
no EFTPOS).
Loo-Loo Award: Loo-Loo nominations are now open. The judging will take place at the
mid-winter breakfast. Nominations can include (but not limited to) any of the following
endeavours: geographically challenged, gear failure or missing altogether, embarrassing
blunders, Freudian slips, unintended hilarity through misadventure and general silly antics!
Anonymous nominations accepted, and remember, never let the truth get in the way of a
good story!
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FMC Photo Competition: FMC have revised the categories a bit this year to encourage
more submissions showing people out there enjoying themselves in the backcountry. The
categories this time are:
•

ABOVE BUSHLINE (With no Human Element)

•

ABOVE BUSHLINE (With a Human Element)

•

BELOW BUSHLINE (With no Human Element)

•

BELOW BUSHLINE (With a Human Element)

•

HISTORIC

•

NATIVE FLORA & FAUNA

The club can submit two entries per category. If you’ve got a great photo you’d like
considered for our entry, please submit it by 1st August to photos@ctc.org.nz . The CTC
committee will judge the submissions and select the two best photos in each category to
put forward to FMC. We’ll also aim to show all CTC entries at a forthcoming club night. You
don’t need to be an expert photographer to enter... the more entries we get the better. All
photos must be taken in NZ, and with the exception of the ’Historic’ category must be
taken after 1st Jan 2015. The image files must be jpg or tiff format with a minimum size of
1 MB (this is FMC’s rule, not ours). For full details of the rules, including what exactly
defines a ’Human Element’, and what sort of post-processing is allowed, see
http://www.fmc.org.nz/photo-competition/

Obituaries
Derek Collins January 1944 - March 2017: It’s hard for me to sum up Derek’s life for
present Club members, most of whom, will not have known him. I became a close friend of
Derek’s in the 1960s, when we were both members of the Christchurch Tramping Club and
the Canterbury Mountaineering Club. Derek was an excellent tramping and climbing
companion. When I look back now I realize that being in the mountains with Derek was the
highlight of my life. We enjoyed ourselves so much we sometimes forgot the time, until we
noticed how low the sun was in the sky. Our propensity to become lost in the moment got
us into a few unwanted adventures. One night we crossed the Tasman River in the dark,
after staying out too late on Rotten Tommy. Another night we tied ourselves to a ledge
above the Punch Bowl at Arthurs Pass. I remember rolling a rock down in the dark and
seeing it fall almost vertically. All we saw was a shower of sparks as the rock hit the sides
of the waterfall. We decided to wait on that ledge until daylight. Another vivid memory is
climbing Mount Talbot in the Darrans. It was a perfect summer day. We just set out for a
stroll, from Homer Hut, but one thing led to another. We climbed the Homer Saddle, then
on to the top of Mount MacPherson. As we sat down enjoying the view, Derek said, "we
may as well go on to the top of Mount Talbot". Once there Derek said, "it looks easy
enough to get down onto Gertrude Saddle from here", so on we went, onto Gertrude
Saddle and around the Saddle Lake, on beautiful rock slabs and back to the hut just
before dark. A perfect day in the mountains.
My wife Adrie Bijleveld introduced me to Derek in 1962 when she and her late husband
Joop Bijleveld led a Christmas Trip into the Olivine Mountains. I promised to take Adrie up
Gertrude Saddle one day but, when I eventually got around to it, some 40 years later, I
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realized I had left it too late. Our youth had gone. It reminds me of a line from school
poetry that goes something like this:We could never recapture that first careless rapture.
Ken Dawson

Calendar of trips and Social Events
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, club trips depart either from 'Z' Carlton Corner Service
Station (formerly Shell) at 1 Papanui Road (next to Liquor Land and opposite Derby Street)
or from Caltex Russley on the corner of Russley Road and Yaldhurst Rd. If the departure
point is not specified in the trip schedule, you may assume it's 'Z' Carlton. Day trips usually
depart at 8am on Saturday or Sunday. Weekend trips may leave on either Friday evening
or Saturday morning.
New or prospective members intending to go on any trip must sign up at club night or
contact the trip leader in advance.
CTC OVERDUE TRIPS: Members/family/partners or a nominated person concerned about
a trip being overdue should firstly discuss this with a Club Officer when they feel that the
trip is delayed. Refer to the list of Club Officers on the back of the newsletter and on the
club website. Club Officers know where to obtain copies of the Trip Lists containing the
names and addresses of the party members with their vehicle registration details etc. This
will greatly assist Police Search and Rescue. The Club Officer can then contact the Police
directly. Concerned people should keep trying different numbers until they actually contact
a Club Officer (DO NOT LEAVE MESSAGES). We recommend that concerned people
start with the Club Captain, then the Gear Custodian, then the Presidents, then the Trip
Organisers, then people listed under Our Club Hut - if no contact can be made then the
Police. Members (particularly Trip Leaders) please discuss this arrangement with your
loved ones so they are aware of this procedure.
Social: We meet on Wednesdays 7:30 pm at the CMLC (Canterbury Mineral & Lapidary
Club) building at 110 Waltham Road, Waltham. This new building, beside and on the south
side of Waltham School, is
about 100m south of the Brougham St/Waltham Rd
intersection. Waltham Road is the southern extension of Barbadoes Street. For a map go
t o www.ctc.org.nz and click the Social Calendar link. A variety of social functions are
organised, the atmosphere is informal, and tea and biscuits served. If you can give a
presentation or have ideas, please phone Kay Taylor 03-3584580 or email
kaytaylor30@xtra.co.nz. Please note that formalities start at 7:50 pm sharp, and if there is
a guest speaker, he/she will start at 8:10 pm sharp.
Wednesday 31 May

Club Night

Newsletter Folding Evening: Newsletter Folding and a general catch-up and chat at the
club rooms. The projector is available for use if anyone wishes to show some photos.
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Saturday 3 June

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Mt Vulcan: A lovely 4 to 5 hour walk with around 200m height
gain. Mt Vulcan ( 412m ), overlooks the sea in the coastal hills just
north of Waipara and there are good views of the coast and
Motunau Beach. Plenty of farm tracks to follow and the return trip
will visit nearby Mt Venus. Total round trip around 10kms.
Long Weekend 3-5 June

Grade: Easy
Closes: 1 Jun
Map:
BV25
Approx: $25

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 03 3589125
judychris@xnet.co.nz

Fowler Hut Base camp: Spend a long weekend based at the Grade: Moderate
historical Fowler Hut, in the Hanmer area and climb Mt St George, Closed: 25 May
Black Serpent & Maukuratawhai.
Map:
BT24
Approx: $35
Long Weekend 3-5 June

Leader: Andrew Tromans 337-3925
atromans@gmail.com

Royal Hut: An old high country musterers hut at the southern end Grade: Moderate of the Two Thumb range. We start at Mt Gerald station and climb
possible
up a long ridge to Stag pass near Mt Beuzenberg (2070m) before
snow skills
descending the track to the hut. We should get some stunning Closed: 25 May
views over Lake Tekapo, the main divide and the McKenzie basin.
Map:
BY17
Snow skills may be required
Approx: Approx $40
+ hut fee
Wednesday 7 June

Club Night

Peak to Plateau: Yakking Around in Mongolia and central Asia: "In 2016 Stephan
Warnaar traveled, hiked and explored the vast Mongolian Steppes and high mountains of
central Asia. While there he saw the potential in using yak wool for high performance
outdoor clothing. Stephan was inspired to found his company Peak to Plateau, designing
and manufacturing yak wool garments. Tonight Stephan will take us on his journey
through the spectacular Mongolian and central Asian mountains, and subsequently into
the business world. He’ll be showing photo’s of the landscapes and people which have
inspired him, and talking about his start-up in the highly competitive world of outdoor
gear".
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Saturday 10 June

Leader: Max De Lacey 03-688-8342

Boundary stream to Mt Peel - A wild cat spotting trip?: This
trip will start from Boundary Stream, and will approach Big Mt Peel
from the East, rather than the traditional Little Mt Peel. Be
prepared for a long day, as there will be about 1400m height gain
from the cars and approx 18km. As you’d expect, the tussock tops
offer panoramic views out over this lovely area. Note: there could
be an early start - make sure you contact the leader - and be
prepared for a long but rewarding day. Ice Axe and Crampons
required. Will possibly need a co-leader for those departing from
Christchurch to meet Max who travels from Timaru
Saturday 10 June

Grade: Moderate+
(requires
snow skills)
Closes: 8 Jun
Map:
BY19
Approx: $30

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Ryde Falls: This trip in the lovely Oxford Forest is suitable for
families and everyone looking for a relaxing social tramp. From
Coopers Creek, we follow the well benched Ryde Falls Track
through beech forest, looking out for scattered rimu and splashes
of colour from the red and yellow leaved horopito. There is plenty
of bird life as well from the ubiquitous robins and fantails to
bellbirds and maybe even a rifleman. The falls themselves - three
cascades - are above a beautiful deep pool. Plenty of time to look
around, explore and socialise. Return trip will follow the Koromiko
Track to View Hill and the Link Track back to Coopers Creek.
Wednesday 14 June

Grade: Easy+
Closes: 8 Jun
Map:

BW20

Approx: $20

Club Night

Barron Saddle, Sealy Range Traverse, South West of Mt Cook.: In late April club
members Eric Skea, Andre Ager, Bill Johnson and Bill King traversed the high
mountainous terrain of the Ben Ohau and Sealy Ranges located South West of Mt Cook
village: Their trip started up Fred’s Stream and from there over and down to the Dobson
Valley and Reardon hut. Day 2 was up and over Barron saddle to Barron Hut, located at
a lofty 2000m. On day 3 they traversed along the Sealy Range, via the Sladden glacier
and Sladden Saddle (2344m), the Metelille Glacier, across Annette Plateau to the vicinity
of Mueller Hut. Much of their trip was spent well above 2000 meters and required glacier
travel skills and route finding.Come along for some great alpine scenery under fine skies.
Saturday 17 June

Leader: Alastair Brown 338-1324
alastairgbrown@yahoo.com.au

Mt Pukanui: Mount Pukanui is a 1145 m peak in the Moorhouse
Range. Located between the Rangitata, South Ashburton and
Hinds Rivers, this exposed range over looks the Rangitata Basin,
Canterbury Plains, with Mount Peel to the south. There is DOC
access up the ridge. The return route depends on the will of the
tramping group
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Grade: Easy+
Closes: 15 Jun
Map:
BY19
Approx: $30

Weekend 17-18 June

Leader: Joshua Johnson
jopjohns@mtu.edu

Waiuta - Big River Hut: The track is signposted from "Pro Road"
Waiuta. It follows an old benched pack track and passes the Big
River South Mine, the St George Mine and stamper battery, and
other old mining sites. Return via the same track. Big River is at
the heart of the ""Quartzopolis Goldfields"". Depart - Saturday
morning (early-ish start), drive to reefton area near track start
(Waiuta). Stay at Big River Hut (serviced hut - 20 bunks) on
Saturday night, and safely view mining relics along the track.
Return to ChCh Sunday evening. A positive/flexible attitude, and
adequate gear are required. See Trip leader for further details. All
plans are tentative.
Sunday 18 June

Grade: EasyMod
Closes: 8 Jun
Map:
BT21
Approx: $50 + hut
fee

Leader: Bryce Williamson 351-6366
bryce.williamson68@gmail.com

Travers -Trovatore: Travers-Trovatore: We drive to Deer Valley
near Lewis Pass. From here we will take Foleys Creek Track onto
the tops and to Travers Peak (1724m). From Travers we can
descend a couple of hundred metres into a tarn basin, up the
other side and onto Trovatore (1737m). From Trovatore we hope
to head north-east along the ridge to pick up a nice descent into a
stream, mostly bum-sliding and/or scree running hopefully. That
takes us down to the Maruia River, with ~2.5km travel in the river
bed, the latter part by torchlight. We can pick up the St James
Walkway at Cannibal Gorge and climb back up ~ 180m to the
Lewis Pass carpark. The Rolleston Pack gets us back to Deer
Valley. Total Height gain about 1360m. This is a classic Lewis
winter day trip, with lots of variety. There can be snow and
sometimes ice in the river bed - very pretty. Snow skills and ice
axe, crampons and winter clothing are a must. Long day.
Wednesday 21 June

Grade: ModHard
(requires
snow skills)
Closes: 15 Jun
Map:
BU23
Approx: $30

Club Night

Buy, Sell and Exchange Evening: It’s time to dust off all that un-used gear that’s been
replaced with newer, shinier (and probably lighter and dearer) versions, and turn it into
good hard cash whilst equipping your fellow trampers. Yes it’s the Club’s Buy, Sell and
Exchange Night, and always a lot of fun. Come along and practice your auction skills!
Boots, ski’s, jackets, packs, ropes, crampons, tents,...these were some of the items on
sale last year. Good quality items only please. Also, please bring cash as there is no
Eftpos available. Items may be donated to the club to sell for the benefit of the club
coffers. (Last year the club raised $100 from donations which was greatly appreciated).
There were some great bargains gained last sale, so don’t miss out- see you there!
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Saturday 24 June

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 03 3589125
judychris@xnet.co.nz

Avonhead to Riccarton Bush: Urban tramping at its best Grade: Easy
following the source of the Avon all the way to coffee & lunch at Closes: 22 Jun
the Christchurch Farmers market at Riccarton Bush
Map:
Approx:
Saturday 24 June

Leader: Warwick Dowling 021 35 4545
warwick.dowling@gmail.com

Mt Binser: Mt Binser is a commanding peak above the Mt White
Road with panoramic views of the south-east Arthurs Pass
National Park area. We start up the Binser Saddle track to the
saddle (1085m) where we leave the track, heading up firstly
through bush and then open tussock slopes to pt 1753m. A few k’s
of superb ridge travel then brings us to the main peak (1868m,
1350m total height gain). With a car shuffle at the start we’ll be
able to drop down to the south-west to the road. Bring plenty of
water and sunscreen for a great tramp.
Weekend 24-25 June

Grade: Moderate
(requires
snow skills)
Closes: 22 Jun
Map:
BW21
Approx: $30

Leader: Steve Bruerton 322-6196
steve.ngaire@xtra.co.nz

Weekend in Paris ?: Maybe not a weekend in Paris but how Grade: ModHard
about Paris in a weekend? Limited to 4 unless another 4WD
(requires
owner joins the trip or you are happy running / MTB 8kms up the
snow skills)
riverbed.
Closes: 15 Jun
Map:
BX17
Approx: Fuel: $60 +
Hut Fees
Sunday 25 June

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 03 3589125
judychris@xnet.co.nz

TORTIS tour #17: beginners guide to getting lost and what to do
about it, plus some general navigation & bushcraft skills. Bring
your normal day pack & gear, a good lunch and a sense of
humour - some pre-torn clothes may be usefull as the trip does
involve some bush bashing. Bring your GPS and/or compass if
you have one , but it is not essential because they will be provided
for the navigation part of the exercise. We will stop at the
Rangiora pub for tea and a debrief on the way home
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Grade: Moderate easy pace
Closes: 22 Jun
Map:
Approx: $20

Wednesday 28 June

Club Night

Newsletter Folding Evening: Newsletter Folding and a general catch-up at the club
rooms. The suggestion is we use newsletter night to have "lightning" talks: one or two
short talks showing photos from a (fairly) recent trip by a club member. This is designed
for members who just want to show a few photos of a recent trip in an informal way, after
newsletter folding. The evening’s topic will be sent to club members via email by Monday
night. Please contact me if you’d like to talk.
Saturday 1 July

Club Night

Mid Winter Breakfast Sequoia Restaurant 7.30am: Hi Everyone, pencil this date into
your calendars. It’s time for a hearty breakfast together followed by the awarding of the
Loo-Loo Trophy!. An easy "Buffet-Buster" walk to follow. The Mid Winter Breakfast Venue
is Sequoias Restaurant, Redwood Hotel, 340 Main North Road. There is parking
accessed off Preston’s Road in the Redwood Tavern car park (turnoff is by Liquorland).
There is also parking, including disability, in front of the Hotel reception, accessed off the
Main North Road. The cost is Adults $19.90. Children 5-12 yrs $9.90 and under fives are
free. The menu covers both cereal and buffet options, and you aren’t limited to either/or:
you can have cereal and buffet! Please sign-up for the breakfast by any of the following
means: trips online, club night list, e-mail me at kaytaylor30@xtra.co.nz, or ring me on 03
3584580 or txt 0221526158. Please sign up by Wednesday 28th June, so I can let the
hotel know approx numbers. Don’t forget the Loo-Loo awards are deliberated on and
awarded after the Breakfast. There is a "Buffet Buster" easy walk afterwards. We’ll be
leaving from Sequoia’s and heading northwards to the Waimak area. Details of the walk
will be notified closer to the date. Hope to see lots of club members up early and
socialising!
Weekend 1-2 July
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Leader: Eric Skea skea.eric@gmail.com

Pfeifer Biv, Mt Pfeifer: Pfeifer Tops, Pfeifer Biv: A trip close to the
road but with a real back-country feel. You start at the Deception
swing bridge on the Highway 73, follow Paratu stream up to
Waharoa Saddle before climbing to the tops on a recently cut
route. Then easy tussock tops are followed to Pfeifer Biv which
has good camping beside it. Day 2 is a little harder, up and around
Mt Pfeifer before descending the long spur to Lake Kaurapataka.
Some bush bashing required. The track is then followed back to
the road. A good trip with lots of variety and great views.
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Grade: Moderate+
(requires
snow skills)
Closes: 22 Jun
Map:

BU20 BV20
BV21
Approx: $40

Wednesday 5 July

Club Night

Guided Cycle Touring in India, Japan and Peru with Geoff Gabites: "Tonight we’re
lucky to have well-known mountaineer Geoff Gabites, who is the co-founder of Macpac,
one of NZ’s most iconic outdoor equipment brands. Geoff and his wife Shelley founded
Dunedin company "Wilderness Equipment", then merged with "Macpac" in 1980 to form
"Macpac Wilderness Equipment". Their classic pack the Torre Egger was the first
internally framed pack. Geoff has moved away from tramping and climbing over the last
20 years into guided outdoor adventure pursuits. He founded cycle touring, trekking and
hiking company "Adventure South" and more latterly "Cycle Journeys", which offers a
range of NZ cycle tours including the Alps 2 Ocean cycle trail. Geoff has the pedals
turning in stunning overseas locations. Tonight he’ll cover fully guided cycling on the 470
km long Leh to Manali Highway in Northern India, over high passes up to 5,000m, and
closed by snow for 8 months a year. He’ll then take us cycling in Japan and Peru. Come
along for a great evening on the bike seat through some fabulous scenery and different
cultures."
Saturday 8 July

Club Night

Mid-Winter Dinner at Arthur’s Pass Club Hut: Hi Everyone, To compliment the MidWinter Breakfast, we are having a pot-luck dinner at the club hut in Arthur’s Pass. This is
scheduled for the weekend of July 8-9th.This allows members to have 2 days exertions
and a different sort of knee’s up in between! I will co-ordinate the meal side of the
weekend, but a trip leader is required. The hut has been booked for CTC members for
the weekend. Thanks Kay
Saturday 8 July

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Tiromoana Bush: This easy trip follows a walkway to the east of
the Kate Valley Landfill. The track loops around from the Mt Cass
Road to a cliff lookout, ( Tiromoana means "view of the sea"). We
will go to a beach - Mackintosh Bay - and then up to Ella Peak,
346m. Return via the Ella Ponds Wetlands which are being
protected and restored.

Grade: Easy
Closes: 6 Jul
Map:
BV24 BV25
Approx: $15

Wednesday 12 July
"High Places": Trekking in Nepal, India and Bhutan.: "High Places" is an independent
trekking company based in Nelson and run by Bob and Mary Lancaster. Their company
offers treks in many parts of the world, and tonight Mary will talk tonight about the treks
she has done in Nepal, Bhutan and India, including the Everest 3 Passes trip.
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Saturday 15 July

Leader:

Porters Pass - Rabbit Hill -Trig 1660 MacFarlane Stream
Circuit: Interesting circuit south of Porters in the Korowai Torlesse
Tussocklands Park. This area is considered a key site for the
protection of high country landscapes and ecosystems. The trip
makes a 19km circuit with a long initial climb, and a further climb
at the end out of MacFarlane Stream, earning its moderate hard
grading. Leader needed.
Weekend 15-16 July

Grade: ModHard
Closes: 13 Jul
Map:
BW20
Approx:

Leader: Natasha Sydorenko 0223140684

Lake Man Biv, Doubtful Range: More details in next month’s Grade: Moderate
newsletter
Closes: 6 Jul
Map:
BU22 BU23
Approx:
Wednesday 19 July

Club Night

The Larapinta Trail, MacDonnell Ranges, Central Australia: Tonight Sue Piercey, from
the Peninsular Tramping Club, is talking about her hike along the spectacular Larapinta
Long Distance Trail in the Northern territory of Australia. For 200 km it winds its way
along the backbone of the MacDonnell Range, north of Alice Springs. This is a shared
evening with members of the Peninsular Tramping Club.
Long Weekend 21-23 July

Leader: Ivo Rongen

Mueller Hut: A trip to the popular Mueller Hut, in Mt Cook National
Park. Depart Fri evening for Mt Cook Village and spend the night
at one of the club lodges and head up to Mueller Sat morning.
Option to build snow shelters in the afternoon then have a pot luck
in Mueller Hut and warm up before spending the night in our
igloos / snow caves / the hut.As this trip is weather and avalanche
conditions dependent, the trip may change/cancelled as a result.
The trip leader will confirm the status of the trip closer to the time.

Grade: Moderate+
(requires
snow skills)
Closes: 13 Jul
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Map:
BX15 BY15
Approx: $50 + hut
fee

Weekend 22-23 July

Leader: Andrew Tromans 337-3925

Snow shoes and crosscountry skiing at Snow Park NZ: Do Grade: Varies:
you enjoy tramping around snow clad mountains but hate having
Depends on
to plug steps? Then this trip is for you. Staying at a comfortable
how hard
warm lodge at Snow Farm we will hire snow shoes and do day
you want to
trips over the Pisa Range. You can also bring, or hire ski touring
go
gear if you prefer. Leaving Friday night. Early sign-up essential. A Closes: 13 Jul
deposit will need to be paid prior to departing on the trip.
Map:
CB21
Approx: Car $35 +
Hut fee $30
+ Gear hire
Wednesday 26 July

Club Night

Newsletter Folding Evening: Newsletter Folding and a general catch-up at the club
rooms. The suggestion is we use newsletter night to have "lightning" talks: one or two
short talks showing photos from a (fairly) recent trip by a club member. This is designed
for members who just want to show a few photos of a recent trip in an informal way, after
newsletter folding. The evening’s topic will be sent to club members via email by Monday
night. Please contact me if you’d like to talk.
Sunday 30 July

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 03 3589125
judychris@xnet.co.nz

TORTIS tour #18: beginners guide to getting lost and what to do
about it, plus some general navigation & bushcraft skills. Bring
your normal day pack & gear, a good lunch and a sense of
humour - some pre-torn clothes may be useful as the trip does
involve some bush bashing. Bring your GPS and/or compass if
you have one , but it is not essential because they will be provided
for the navigation part of the exercise. We will stop at the
Rangiora pub for tea and a debrief on the way home
Long Weekend 4-6 August

Grade: Moderate easy pace
Closes: 27 Jul
Map:
Approx: $20

Leader: Adrian Busby 325-5001

Basic Snow craft course: Adrian will run Basic Snow Craft
Course this year. Course will cover the basics of walking on snow
& on ice, strapping on & walking in crampons, the basic uses of an
ice-axe including self-arrest, types of snow, terrain & avalanche
awareness, and more. We will stay in the club hut on Friday and
Saturday nights 4 & 5 August, returning home 7 pm Sunday 6
August. Come to a club meeting and put your name down early on
that list or you can contact the leader to book your place in the list
as numbers strictly limited and this course always fills up fast!!
This course is for club members only and $30 advance hut fees
deposit required.
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Grade: Training
Closes: 27 Jul
Map:
BV20
Approx: $40-$70

Wednesday 9 August

Club Night

Snow/Winter Training Evening: Tonight club member Adrian Busby, an active member
of Land SAR and a long time alpine skills instructor, is talking about equipment and safe
travel in the winter alpine environment. More details to follow.
Tuesday 15 August

Leader: Adrian Busby 325-5001

Trip Leaders Course - CMLC clubrooms: Are you already
leading CTC club trips or are you thinking about becoming a trip
leader or do you lead or organise private trips for your tramping
buddies? Well this is the course for you. It only takes an evening
and covers CTC trip leading procedures, leadership styles,
available club resources and equipment, risk management and
more. Put your name down on the list. Venue: CMLC Clubrooms,
7 pm - 9.30 pm approx. The course will be flexible for dates,
timings and venue depending on the group. If you are interested
please contact Manpreet (Mani) Singh preet323@gmail.com
Weekend 26-27 August

Grade: Training
Closes: 10 Aug
Map:
Approx:

Leader: Manpreet (Mani) Singh

Intermediate Snow craft course: Aug-Sep Date TBD: External
Instructor: Returning by popular demand, we will be running an
intermediate snow craft course. This is a great opportunity for
members who want to improve their alpine skills, learn proper
rope skills for glacier travel, crevasse rescue and how to safely
tackle steeper snow routes. Please note that there is an
approximate cost of $250 per person for the course on top of
travel and accommodation costs. This is not a beginner’s course you must be confident in using ice axe and crampons. The date
has not been confirmed with the instructor but if you are
interested, please contact the trip organiser asap - first in first
served. Last year this course filled quickly!

Grade: Training
Closes: 17 Aug
Map:
Approx:

Lake Coleridge from Red Hill – photo credit: Bryce Williamson
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Trip Reports
22-25 April 2017

Mt Patriarch and Mt Luna (Wangapeka) Anzac Weekend

Day 1: Early mornings are not my cup of tea; yet three of us arrived together at Chris’s
place leaving before 5am. A very memorable trip as I can’t stomach early mornings.
Breakfast for most at Murchiston, not for me.
We arrive at the beginning of the track, drop the gear and Chris takes the car up the road.
We cross the river and wait for his return. The climb takes us up to about 1200 Mt to John
Reid Hut. Jet plane lollies are my friend and finally by about 3pm so is my food. Yay! It is a
beautiful day and the sound of birds echo in our ears, big beach trees, lush mosses amaze
us all.
The hut is full so the boys pitch their tents, we have tea and head off to bed, it is a cold
one.
Day 2: Early start and the climb takes us up to the ridge line, where we travel along for a
few hours. Great view, warm sun, and no wind rewards us. What more could we ask for?
We drop our packs and climb Mt Patriarch following the kens. Wow! Great views of Mt
Owen and the Tasman Sea. Lunch at the top, then we head back down to Kiwi Saddle Hut.
First here and the boys pitch their tents. We sip cups of tea and coffee, relax in the warm
sun until it disappears behind the mountains. Several parties arrive and the bird song
quietens. The hut is full again and there is good banter.
Day 3: Our climb up to Mt Luna takes us along another ridge line that slowly gets narrower
as we go. Good balance is required. A falcon sits and waits for its breakfast to fly out from
the bush. We are not disappointed, the battle begins and the little bird lives to see another
day.
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We stop at the col and have a bite to eat, while we discuss the way up from here and I
think it looks much to hard. Andrew encourages me to have a closer look and with that we
are off. Chris and Dayle scamper up. I say a prayer or two and slowly asend. Both hands
at times are needed. The top!! Cloud covered valleys, deep green bush, mountain tarns,
and sparkling rivers all beneath us. I didn’t want to come down. But back we must go to
Kiwi Saddle Hut for a late lunch. We then walk down to Kings Creek Hut on the
Wangapeka. Once again very big beach and Dr Seuss trees, fan tails, robins, bell-birds,
make it all worth while. That night we are the only ones in this very big hut. I even get my
own room; such luxuary…
Day 4: The womble down the path takes us beside the beautiful Wangapecka River and it
doesn’t disappoint. Two blue ducks (Whio) take a bath Canadan geese, nosey Weka all
entertain and there are no wasps!
We came, we saw, we conquered…two mountains in two days. One very happy tramper.
Leader: Andrew Tromans, Chris McGimpsey, Dayle Drummond, scribe: Lorraine Poole
26 March 2017

Purple Hill and the Great Mt St Bernard Traverse
After climbing Mt White, from the Mt White shearing quarters, we needed something
purple. Someone mentioned Purple Hill. It is neither purple nor a hill, but there is a palmsized, delicate purple shrub along the ridge… Unfortunately it was gloomy Sunday, but
why cancel the trip. There’s still a chance of blue sky in the rain shadow-lands of the
Craigieburn basin.
We started in sunny/cloudy conditions from the Lake Pearson freedom camping area and
around the northern edge of the lake, past the echelon of lake reeds framing the lake. We
picked a line avoiding most of the matagouri and onto the steep ridge and pumped up. A
dead woolly sheep was spied, on it’s side looking, at a casual glance, like Raoulia eximia
(vegetable sheep).
Ivo nailed it, when he estimated 3 hours to the top. Sitting on the summit Cairn, Ivo
brought out all-natural dinosaurs - apparently better than jet planes. One of mine was
fluorescent yellow one (turmeric?)
Mist swirled but with an intermittent break, we spied the traverse to Mt St Bernard
(1518m). We went down a slope which might have ended in bluffs, but instead was just a
steep slope and soft under-foot. We crossed unusual parallel-like rock furrows, like
someone would form with a giant rake and then onto the rounded plateau of Mt St Bernard
(where’s the peak?). Laurent spotted a mini “valley of bones” for our local
urban archaeologist, Shana to comment on. Goats or sheep - who can tell?
The original plan was to descend directly on to Lake Hawdon with the green, alien looking
forms in the water. This was complicated. To the right was a gnarly steep rock ridge. So
down we shuffled on a left-leaning route, down snippets of scree slides and ocks atumbling down. Opposite, the monolithic, silent Magog sat quietly, while we took a left
diagonal down scree-scrub. Weaving through matagouri trying to keep on the yellow
tussock carpet and then down to forest of giant tussocks at the bottom.
The author took great delight in cooling off by taking a solitary dip in a very shallow rocky
pool. We trudged, in a very mild 19 degrees, through the never ending swamp of Sloven
Stream. Finally onto the solid terra firma of rolling tussock, then to road for a short
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breather. A slog over the small pass back to Lake Pearson to complete the anticlockwise
loop (seen from the camping ground). We decided on the Sheffield Pub with the big
communal plate of chips and the warm beer glowing ambience.
Laurent De Maudave Bestel, Stephen, Rachelle Binny, Ivo Rongen, Shana Dooley, Peter
Coleman (leader and scribe)
22-25 April 2017

Fred’s Stream and Barron Saddle Traverse 22 to 24 April
Fred’s Stream and Barron Saddle Traverse 22 to 24 April
Before commencing on this trip, I was warned that it was going to be a hard trip over steep
and tough terrain. We were certainly not disappointed with the level of adventure. As to
attempt something with certainty does not extend you physically and mentally.
Our trip ended up with four hardy souls commencing on Friday night. We arrived at Mt
Cook village and Wynn Irwin Hut around 10.20pm. We had the hut to ourselves and
settled in for any early start.
The next morning, we started up Fred’s Stream in the dark with ideal conditions. The
riverbed is relatively rugged but river levels were low and okay to cross without getting wet
feet. About two or so hours after we reached the main valley that spreads out with some
magnificent peaks such as Mt Cran at 2444m. After heading up the main ridge, a group of
Thar who seemed to be using our ridge as an escape route, ran within 10 metres of us.
After midday, we topped out on the main ridgeline at 2000m, near to the (Top-o-map’s) U –
on Ohau Range. Our intended route down to the Dobson Valley was on the true right and
we were not totally sure if there was a route through or not. After descending the upper
valley, we encountered a few steeper gullies to sidle through before arriving at the main
waterfall gully. Or so it looked. The first one was easy, the next one was far more
interesting. This one involved a careful down climb into the first gut, either on a rock slab
or down climbing on wet rock. The main valley has some awesome waterfalls but we
weren’t able to check these out from our position. Climbing out of the last waterfall gully
was relatively easy and so we thought the rest this day was now in the bag with an easy
400m descent into the Dobson Valley to Reardon hut. Well this trip was always going to
have some kickers. That kicker came around the corner in the form of monkey scrub.
Ken Wigley mentioned monkey scrub. It was certainly going through my mind when we
got further down the face and had no option but to purely bulldoze our way through this
scrub that was up to three meters high. One of our party, name withheld, apparently did a
complete flip upside down in the scrub. We all left some bits of skin in that scrub.
Reardon hut was reached and all the thrills of monkey scrub and waterfalls were soon
forgotten. In residences at the hut was Ben the Aussie bow hunter who had just shot his
first Thar. He was pretty ecstatic to say the least. As we arrived in reasonable time, we
had a chance to talk with Ben and relax around the two bunk hut. Three of us slept in the
hut while Eric and Andre pitched a tent outside. Ben proceeded to snore a lot through the
night, so Bill Johnson and I probably paid our due for staying in the hut.
Sunday arrived nice and clear again and we broke camp in good time to head for Barron
Saddle up the Dobson River. The walk up is straight forward, but we managed to have
three different routes. Until it was clear that Eric’s route was far superior and we all tagged
along up the small ridge on the true left. After numerous discussions as to how best to get
to Barron Saddle, either via the snow field route or the picturise rotten rock gut route, we
decided on the most ugly rotten rock gut route. And so it started, as we climbed this most
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Barron Saddle Hut – photo credit: Eric Skea
illustrious rotten rock gut. While trying not to push rocks down on each other, we were
forced to stay right in the gut, as the terrain is basically like one big moraine wall. Up and
up we went until the loose rocks, we used in the gut to get purchase, started to diminish
and the snow chute came into view as our next form of transportation upwards. I was
relived to exit this gut and to get onto some snow. But then a cascade of old snow came
down upon us, but it was not enough to deter our progress, just a few grumpy comments
from those below. Once we exited the snow field we were basically on Barron Saddle.
Andre and Bill Johnson took the shortcut to the hut while Eric and I were more diligent in
walking to Barron Saddle for a look around. Arriving at the hut was a pleasure as it was
now overcast. The hut is nice and comfy inside and we had it all to ourselves. The last
party at the hut were mountain guides about a month ago.
Monday dawned another stunning day. Last night’s overcast conditions had cleared and
left a great day ahead of us. Our aim was to reach Mt Cook Village about 15km away and
with several glaciers, high alpine passes and a lot of up and down climbing and routes
through bluffs to contend with, it was always going to be a big ask. We took a high route
from the hut. The only achievement was to get a good view before retreating back near
the hut to venture through the middle bluff’s route. This turned out to be pretty easy after
much discussion. The Williams glacier was next on our list. After even more discussion,
we went through another middle bluff route. Which also turned out to be straight forward
and into the Sladden Glacier. We roped up for the Sladden Glacier and headed up to
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Sladden Saddle 2344m. I was of the impression that all the rest would be walk in the
park. But then came along again another kicker with a nice 140m down climb from the
saddle to the Metelille Glacier. After that the Annette Plateau arrived soon after. Being the
third big day in row our energy levels did not require much encouragement for rest stops.
But onwards toward Mueller hut we trudged. I actually found once the sun went down that
my energy levels increased with a strong desire to get as close as possible to hut before
nighfall. As it was now apparent that even if we made Mt Cook village that night, all the
food services would be closed by the time we arrived. And soon we gained the ridgeline
above Mueller hut and saw the welcome sight of lights and were welcomed to stay in a
rowdy hut full of people. The following morning we were all down in Mt Cook village and
Bill Johnson went on ahead to ride my bike down to Fred’s Stream to pick up the 4WD. It
was then off to pay our Doc fees and go for a well-earned breakfast at the Old
Mountaineer’s Café. Then came the very last kicker. It was closed due to a meeting.
Second option was Lake Tekapo and by then we were certainly all past being hungry.
We were all in agreement that this is a great trip. It is one we will all cherish as the
outcome was not something we could be certain about along the way.
The group:
Andre Eger – mammoth 700gram cheese eater
Eric Skea - Best route finder
Bill Johnson – best acrobatic monkey scrub movement
William King –the ideas person (scribe).
22-25 April 2017

Gillespie’s Pass Anzac Weekend 2017
What an opportunity: Easter and Anzac weekend all rolled into one. Five of us chose to
spend four days galvanised behind Bernard to visit the Young, Gillespie’s Pass, Siberia
and the Wilkin, or was that a floating view of the Wilkin, Siberia, Gillespie’s and the Young?
A short rendezvous of 6 at Z, 2 short, 2 or 3 in little Echo a possibility to compensate, and
Natasha rescued us so we all took off in comfort to a secret camp spot mid-way to
Makarora. A starry McKenzie night saw us waking up to sunshine and fab views, quick
food and off to the Wrinkly for coffee and second food then to Makarora, scheduled 10.00
but arrival 11.00.
Here-on our team will be called the Inclusive Decision Makers, with leader Bernard
stimulating healthy discussion. Good job, because dissent from one saw investigation of a
jet boat or helicopter ride to keep feet dry and avoid 18 km of foot work. All agreed that the
Squirrel for six to Kieran Forks was quick, cost effective, easy on legs, dry feet, and the
clincher – it was exciting – at least for me. And…. given a 3.00 pm departure time,
opportunity was provided to sample the local wares and wash them down with well-chosen
refreshments. So we went clockwise and didn’t meet up with another part of the team, of
three who were going the other way and got their feet wet.
Beautiful views and lots of sunshine as we floated up the Wilkin and landed on the right (or
is that the left) side of the River for our gentle walk to Siberia. The first hill was a shock
after floating along in the Squirrel but others super fit from their Easter 3-Pass excursion
burnt us off.
Well occupied Siberia led to further debate about the four remaining bunks and two hardy
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people pitched their tents under the stars and avoided the biological gurglings and inner
workings of the Palace. The dawn foresaw the rising sun and west coast clag pouring over
Newland Pass, with our pessimist providing gloomy projections, and our optimist with the
digital watch announcing that the barometrics were flat. So we all packed up and headed
for Gillespie’s, seriously thinking that the forecast was for rain next day. Then further
dissent in the Team: the innovators thought it would be nice to go to Crucible too, and two
felt that 1700 metres wouldn’t do. So one went back to enjoy the Wilkin and Makarora
delights and the other to Gillespie solo. Not before all the complimentary comments about
the appendages on the scribes pack. The innovators dropped packs and ran for the
Crucible, and the scribe commenced a thoughtful plod through the trenches to Gillespie’s.
First hill done, and picking way through roots and ruts, three bodies fly past in the opposite
direction, one with paddles, the second with a tight and mean looking pack and the third
with a very large black Nikon. Grunts exchanged and they were gone, and the unanswered
question: were they the missing anti-clockwise three? Yes!
Not much further on and a herd of people shot past followed by more and more. Finally to
where Siberia and Gillespie’s meet, a pleasant looking camp spot and fire place, time for
lunch. Weather looking increasingly murky and time to plod upwards. Further stragglers
from the herd on their way down – unlike us they must have got up very early to be over
the hill by now. Still, plenty of time, plod onwards towards the top, scrub giving way to
Tussock giving way to rocks, boulders and rubbley bleakness. No sign of the others from
Crucible, so quick photos in the drizzle and gloom on top then onwards and down – and
suddenly the track disappears over the edge. Oooh, perhaps anti-clockwise is best?
Careful stepping down, sometimes sliding on bum, trying not to look over the edge, down,
down, down and down until at 4.00 pm in the Young. Lots of camp spots, decisions,
decisions, but onwards to Young Palace as per instructions to wait the grand arrival of the

Lake Crucible – photo credit: Jonathan Carr
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Innovators.
Gloomy Young Palace – no noise, no one there, all mine. No Innovators, no conversation,
dinner by torch light, not much to read and to bed. Next morning, expecting others to have:
•

Camped up the Valley;

•

Camped on top;

•

Camped where Siberia meets Gillespie’s

•

Or gone home via Wilkin.

And for it to be wet and horrible on top, awoke to clear sky and sunshine. Damn, should
have waited! Pack appendages unzipped and made into a neat back pack which was
loaded with essentials and off back up the track to see the views missed the night before,
and to look for the innovators. Mt Awful looking wonderful, tussocks and empty valley, and
no sun at all up the top end. Good job I didn’t camp there. Still no sign of the innovators, so
back to Young Palace for lunch and siesta. Around 2.00, awoken by continual Innovator
chatter, clever decisions saw them up the Crucible, back to camp where Siberia meets
Gillespie’s and a view and sunshine saturated scramble over the top, with awesome views
of Mts Alba and Awful. Break for congenial lunch at the Palace and pack up to trip, slide
and stumble to Young Camp. Congenial dinner at the Camp, but DoC’s trick table saw Li
Li’s and Jonny’s dinner and stove on the floor. Quick checks for fires and burns, all OK,
clean up, find spare rations and go to bed.
Then up early to plod down the valley, enjoy sunshine, sandflies and Mt Brewster before
crossing the Makarora for first wet feet, back to cars and Christchurch via Wrinklies and
Salmon sashimi.
A great long weekend! Fantastic company – Bernard leading with Johnathan, Jill, Li Li,
Natashasha, and Barney - and an A1++ place.
Written by: Barney Stephenson (we won’t mentioned he’s from PTC)

photo credit: Jonathan Carr
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More about the CTC
Club Officers
President:

Chris McGimpsey

03 3589125

Vice President: Shaun Wong

021 234 6847

Secretary:

David Selway

03 326 3344

Treasurer:

Natasha Sydorenko 0223140684

Club Captain:

Alan Ross

384-6425

Overnight Trip
Organiser:

Andrew Tromans

337-3925

Social
Convenor:

Kay Taylor

03358-4580

Gear Custodian: Bernhard Parawa
Editor:

New Members
Joshua Johnson
Rep:

027 886 5868 Hut Convenor:

Day Trip
Organiser:

03 3764453

IT Convenor:
Elizabeth Eadon

337 3125

Eric Skea
Steve Bruerton

322-6196

Nick Edwards

027 365 6751

Access Officer: Ian Dunn

0212141907

Our Club Hut: In the Arthur’s Pass township, with all the comforts of home including real
showers and inside flushing loos (BYO toilet paper!), but with the mountains at the back
door. A great place for a few days away; take your usual gear and a pillowcase. Please
book and pay before leaving town; the club bank account number is 38-9017-0279838-00
(Kiwibank/Christchurch Tramping Club). Include your name and the words "hut fees" in the
particulars/code/reference fields. Phone Steve Bruerton 322-6196 for booking and key
code; or if he’s away, Rex Vink 3525329. Hut fees are $15 member, $15 member's partner,
$20 non-member, $5 kids under 12. If you find any problems or maintenance required,
please contact the hut convenor, Steve Bruerton.
Equipment Hire: The Club has a range of
equipment for hire. The Gear Custodian is
Bernhard Parawa, ph. 337 3125. Note: club
gear assigned to you is your responsibility;
please take care of it. Please make sure you
put tents inside your pack. Tents attached to
the outside of your pack can be easily
punctured when bush bashing or even lost.
This may result in serious damage to your
bank account! Please air and dry tents after
taking them on a trip even if they are not
used, and report any damage to the gear
custodian.

Rates for Gear Hire:
Tent

$3/person/night

Ice axes, crampons

$4 per weekend

Harnesses, snow shovel

$4 per weekend

Large/small weekend
packs

$2 per weekend

Helmets

Free

Personal locator beacons

Free

Please have stuff for the next newsletter to the editor
(editor@ctc.org.nz) by 22 June 2017 – Thanks.
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